
GPSP
Slope Leader Meeting Minutes

October 18, 2021

Youth Protection Training

The Board approved YPT requirements were presented to the SL’s. All SL’s must
have completed an approved YPT training and provide a certificate of completion by
December 31, 2021.

LPR cleaning/changes

First Aid supplies are now kept in the closet in the LPR for easier access. Andy
Reinke and Eric Raymond have created a spreadsheet for the supplies as a way of
tracking inventory.

Cork Boards have been removed. The large whiteboard above the cabinets will
now display the GPSA map (it was difficult to reach). There will be a Daily Scrum board
on the slope side doors for run openings, groups, etc. Morning SL’s will discuss with Hill
any activities, needs, slopes, etc. and mark on the Daily Scrum.

Peter and Sean Bennett are working on a cleaning/organizing day in conjunction
with the new doors being installed. More to come.

New beds should be delivered this week and we are expecting a new desk from
the hill.

The closet has been cleaned and organized. Please try to leave it how you found
it.

Backboards/straps
Peter has marked backboards with numbers for each hook in slot. He is also

working on marking the straps for easy identification.

Patroller Injury Insurance
There is a small insurance policy for volunteers through the hill. If one of our

patrollers is hurt during shift, please make sure a 1Risk report and any other
documentation is flagged for the office. Remind patrollers of their requirement to report
their injury to the office.

Shift Rosters



Peter passed out the current rosters as they sit today. SL’s please consider who
you would like to help mentor the candidates on your shift and facilitate that
arrangement.

CPR/CPR Refresher and NSP Requirements
NSP requires that we demonstrate our CPR skills each year. Since most of us

have current cards, but did not have a CPR station at the Refresher, Darin Westover
has offered to come to shifts for everyone to have some practice.

Alternate EMS location

Scott Rifleman presented the Alternate EMS Location document, please see
attached. Slope Leaders are asked to make sure their crew understand the parameters.

Other business

Marie and Rich will stop by each shift in the early part of the year to demonstrate
changes and get everyone trained on 1Risk.

We need help for the last few weeks of OEC class and for the test on November
13. Please let Jonathan Fisher know if you can help!

Peter tasked the SL’s with designating snowmobile users from each shift. 3 for
each day/night shift during weekdays and 5 for each day/night shift on weekends.
Please get those names to Peter as soon as they are identified.

The white crosses are here for the new Auxiliary Trauma packs. Greg is working
on the 3rd one to be housed in the UPR.

At our next meeting we will be looking at the job description for SL’s and
discussing succession planning.

JD will work on a document that outlines how to check and order supplies for all
AED’s on property. This will be put in the GPSP Policies document.

Andy and Eric will be asked to present at next SL meeting the first aid supply
system.

Big Bertha is a thing. Christy needs to make a decision about where that
behemoth should be stored. More to come…

Next meeting Monday, November 15 at 5:30 pm, location TBD.
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